
GCI PowerTools Dashboard for OpenText Content Server  
& Extended ECM Platforms

PowerTools Dashboard enables Content Server users to stay focused, stay on topic, and 
dramatically increase productivity. 

It provides the only way to set up dashboards in Content Server that convey the most relevant data for your 
daily operations all in one place, at a click of a button directly from the platform menu.

With GCI Dashboard you can:

Improve user adoption by providing  
quick links to the most import content

Quickly access reports tailored to your needs

Access Documents, Folders, Business 
Workspaces, and Workflow assignments  
with a simple menu

Reduce the number of clicks required to 
navigate Content Server

Compatible in both Classic and  
Smart View Interfaces

Rapidly build Dashboards for all your 
business needs

The GCI Dashboard conveys the most relevant 
information about your daily tasks in one easy-to-
understand place. It provides your users with an easy 
way to navigate to Departments or Groups like HR, 
Sales or Operations. It offers an Enterprise menuing 
system tailored to your applications and an elegant 
front-end to your existing Content Server/Extended 
ECM platform, which allows you to reduce the 
number of clicks dramatically.

Become more action-oriented and 
responsive to your data

By providing quick, convenient access to objects  
and containers within Content Server, users can 
quickly access critical actions on items, such as 
running reports or initiating workflows.
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Find everything you need right in your 
Content Server menu

PowerTools Dashboards are directly available in Content 
Server’s main menu. A left bar menu ensures your 
information is in context and content is seamlessly 
available to those who need it, when they need it.

Deliver quality outcomes in less time

The dashboard eases document approvals by 
providing your users with the ability to tailor intuitive, 
process-based views for their needs.

We understand that 
creating a more connected 
and cohesive work 
environment is critical to 
your business goals

Global Cents provides your users with information in context to 
foster collaboration and a more cohesive work environment.  
By providing a more intuitive user experience, onboarding new  
staff becomes easier and your user adoption of your existing  
staff increases. 

For further information and demonstrations of GCI PowerTools for Dashboard,  
please visit our website at globalcents.com/gci-powertools-dashboard

https://www.globalcents.com/gci-powertools-dashboard

